
Engaging the oral world with the Word of God



“... pray also for us, 
that God may open 
to us a door for the 

word, to declare the 
mystery of Christ... “

Colossians 4:3, ESV

Center for Oral 
Scriptures
COS engages the world of oral learners with the whole Word by:

• developing strategies grounded in ways and means that 
best suit their preferences rather than ours.

• helping leaders to bring the whole Word in ways that 
connect with the whole person.

• identifying missing links in outreach and discipleship 
among oral preference learners.

• creating a network of related autonomous centers around 
the world with regional leadership.

Vision, Mission & Goal
Vision
To see every oral learner engaging with the 
whole Word for whole life transformation

Mission
To enhance access, understanding and 
application of the whole Word of God among oral 
learners

Goal
To raise up a generation of leaders for 
transformational training and strategic mission to 
every oral people by 2033



80% of the world’s 
population are oral  
learners – people who do  
not read or prefer to learn  
by oral means.

To truly make disciples of all nations we must 
enable access and engagement with God’s Word  
in every language in audio and other oral forms.

Why whole world? What is the need?

2.7 billion unreached people in 
approximately 3,500 unreached 
people groups.

approximately 2 billion people without 
the Old Testament.

>1,800 unengaged, unreached people 
groups consisting of 350 million people 
without a single verse of Scripture in their 
heart language.

1.35 billion oral preference learners who 
may be literate, but prefer to learn through 
oral means.

(http://orality.net/about/reaching-oral-learners/)

The 5.7 billion oral learners in our world include:

A critical path step is the need to expose, educate 

and mobilize the Body of Christ to create effective 

outreach through oral strategies.



Research
The Center is collaborating to develop a 
database of oral learners around the 
globe, which serves to:

• heighten our understanding of 
the people, the contexts and the 
strengths and weaknesses of our 
mission strategies.  

• help resolve problems and 
challenges on difficult mission 
fields, and address the issues that 
mean most to them.  

• raise the bar on evaluating the impact of 
our work based on real Kingdom community transformation.
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Education
• Creating specialized seminars and field experiences not available in the 

classroom settings of universities and seminaries

• Providing research and study opportunities for scholars, students 
and practitioners through programmatic relations with universities and 
seminaries

• Interfacing with educational institutions to help adapt existing programs 
to better meet training needs among oral preference students 
commissioned to reach their own oral tradition cultures

• Maximizing the setting and resources of our sister program in Israel, the 
Institute for Biblical Languages and Translation, for understanding & 
applying the whole Bible among oral communities

Strategies and 
services

The Center serves the orality movement through the 
following strategies and services:



Collaboration
• Creating/Initiating collaborative projects with like-minded partners to 

bring the whole Word through projects among the oral majority

• Consulting with organizations that require more expertise to design, 
develop, implement and evaluate their programs or strategies.   
Our staff specializes in oral instructional communication, and can help 
multiply the power of the spoken word.

• Participating as a teaming partner on projects with other groups

The COS provides leadership and support services to the International 
Orality Network. (www.orality.net)

Innovations
Cutting edge tools and strategies

• Developing new tools for cutting edge mission strategy by convening 
experts in their fields of ministry & study

• Enhancing current strategies and developing new ones for engaging 
least-reached and Bible-less peoples by promoting forums that address 
their most pressing issues

• Launching projects that use these tools and strategies to expedite 
missions among oral preference learners in least-reached contexts

Strategies and 
services



Endorsements

Find out more about supporting the Center:  
4220foundation.com/give

“We at TWR have a tremendous regard for the work 
that the Center for Oral Scriptures is doing to ensure 
that God’s Word and his truths are communicated so 
as to resonate on the heart level with story-centric 
peoples around the world. Combining valuable research 
and education with their core strategies of innovation 
and collaboration, the day is in sight when oral 
communicators will no longer be locked behind barriers 
to receiving Jesus Christ solely because they have a 
different way of receiving, processing and grasping 
information.”

Tom Watkins
Director, Strategic Initiatives & Partnerships, TWR

“For the completion of the Great Commission we 
need faithful servant minstries like the COS, who are 
effectively equipping global leaders to deliver the 
Gospel to those who are the most difficult to reach.”

Miles Phelps
Director, City for the Nations

“The staff of the COS helped us connect with the 
grassroots of our movement in ways that now 
multiply our impact among our 6 million oral 
preference learners.  From the seminary classroom 
to the most rural village we can now take better 
advantage of our deep oral roots.”

Dr. Bauta Motty 
Provost, Jos ECWA Theological Seminary
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Dr. Madinger (“Chuck”) served for more than 30 years in congregational 
education and mission.  Since then he helped launch three organizations: 
Voice for Humanity – to bring the teachings of the Word to bear upon global 
issues, ie. HIV/AIDS, civil society (Afghanistan, Iraq, Sudan & Rwanda); T4 
Global; and Global Impact Missions – to help others build organizational 
capacity for orality-framed strategies. 

Chuck’s contributions to the field of orality can be seen in two of his 
publications, “Coming to Terms with Orality: A Holistic Model” and “A Literate’s 
Guide to the Oral Galaxy,” as well as his work with the International Orality 
Network (ION) as their Associate Director.  His Ph.D. from the University of 
Kentucky will be in communication with a specialization of oral instructional 
communication.

Dr. Charles Madinger 
Vice President

See more at:

centerfororalscriptures.com


